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Abstract

In many NMR experiments, only polarisation of a limited sub-set of all protons is converted into
observable coherence. As recently shown by the ‘‘longitudinal’’ TROSY implementation (Pervushin et al.
(2002) J. Am. Chem. Soc., 124, 12898–12902) and SOFAST-HMQC (Schanda and Brutscher (2005) J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 127, 8014–8015), recovery of unused polarisation can be used indirectly and unspecifically to
cool the proton lattice and, thus, accelerate re-equilibration for the selected proton subset. Here we illus-
trate transfer of this principle to HSQC-based multi-dimensional out-and-back experiments that exploit
only polarisation of 15N-bound protons. The presented modifications to the pulse sequences can be
implemented broadly and easily, extending standard flip-back of water polarisation to a much larger pool
of protons that may comprise all non)15N-bound protons. The underlying orthogonal separation of HN

polarisation (selected by the main transfer path) from unused Hu polarisation (flipped-back on the recovery
path) is thereby achieved through positive or negative selection by J-coupling, or using band-selective
pulses. In practice, Hu polarisation recovery degrades mostly through cumulative pulse imperfections and
transverse relaxation; we present, however, strategies to substantially minimise such losses particularly
during interim proton decoupling. Depending on the protein’s relaxation properties and the extended flip-
back scheme employed, we recovered up to 60% Hu equilibrium polarisation. The concomitant cooling of
the proton lattice afforded substantial gains of more than 40%, relative to the water-only flip-back version,
in the fast pulsing regime with re-equilibration delays s much shorter than optimal ðsopt ¼ 1:25 � T1ðHNÞÞ.
These would be typically employed if resolution requirements dominate the total measurement time.
Contrarily, if sensitivity is limiting and optimal interscan delays sopt can be set (optimal pulsing regime), the
best of the presented flip-back schemes may still afford up to ca. 10% absolute sensitivity enhancement.

Abbreviations: bsfb – band-selective flip-back; cpd – continuous pulsing decoupling; efb – extended flip-back;
Hu – unselected proton magnetisation; HCfb – HCflip-back; ufb – universal flip-back; wfb – water flip-back

Introduction

Many NMR experiments exploit only the polari-
sation of a selected proton subset on their main

coherence transfer path to generate the desired
spectrum. All other proton polarisation then
remains unused, not being converted into
observable coherence. Both pools of proton
polarisation are, however, intrinsically coupled
via extensive dipolar interactions, enabling
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cross-relaxation that eventually establishes a
common spin temperature in a phenomenon
referred to as ‘‘spin diffusion’’ (Abragam, 1961).
The spin temperature of the ambient proton lattice
thus importantly affects re-equilibration of the
signal-generating proton subset, where T1 relaxa-
tion progresses substantially faster under selective
(with all except the selected proton spins near
thermal equilibrium) than under unselective
conditions (with uniformly depleted initial mag-
netisation for all protons). Experimentally cooling
the spin temperature of the proton lattice can thus
afford sizeable sensitivity gains through cross-
relaxation accelerated polarisation recovery, as
recently demonstrated for TROSY-type experi-
ments (Pervushin et al., 2002) and 2D HMQC
(Schanda and Brutscher, 2005).

Here, we present analogous modifications
to multidimensional HSQC-type out-and-back
experiments where the magnetisation path starts
and ends on the same selected proton and, in the
absence of indirect proton evolution times, all
unselected proton polarisation could in priciple
remain unperturbed. This important class of
experiments comprises, e.g., triple resonance
HNCO, HNCA, HNCACO, HNCOCA and
HNCACB (Sattler et al., 1999) that all exploit
exclusively HN polarisation. Conventional imple-
mentations, however, so far unheedingly waste
the vast pool of unused Hu proton polarisation,
being designed only to restore water polarisation.
The presented modifications extend water flip-
back to comprise polarisation of the larger part
of, or all unselected protons, separating it from

Figure 1. Extended flip-back (efb) modifications of the basic 3D HNCX experiment (CX=CO or CA), with the corresponding Hu

polarisation recovery path indicated above. Both the conventional water flip-back version (wfb, (a)) and all efb schemes separating
recoverable Hu from observed HN magnetisations by means of J coupling evolution ((b)–(d)) share a common part that includes the t2
time on 13CX and the subsequent CX! N! HN back-transfer. Both the universal flip-back (ufb, (b)) and the optimised ufb scheme
that is only applicable for CX=CO (ufbopt, (c)) refocus all non)15N-bound Hu coherence for flip-back by passively exploiting the 1JHN

coupling. Alternatively, 13C-bound HC magnetisation (and water) can be flipped back by actively exploiting the 1JCH coupling (HCfb,
(d). The band-selective flip-back scheme (bsfb, (e)) employs band-selective 90� pulses throughout for continuous flip-back of Hbsfb

within the selected frequency range. Indicated narrow and broad square pulses have 90� and 180� flip angle, respectively. Open broad
square pulses (on 1H and 15N) are 180� constant-amplitude BIPs (Smith et al., 2001); for 1H, we employed the ‘‘50-20-720’’ BIP
compensating for ±50% ÆBrf offset and ±20% ÆBrf field inhomogeneity with a duration equivalent to a 720� square pulse, and for 15N
the ‘‘75-15-540’’ BIP compensating for ±75% ÆBrf offset and ±15% ÆBrf field inhomogeneity with a duration equivalent to a 540�
square pulse. In the bsfb scheme, band-selective 1H 90� EBurp2 flip-back pulses (Geen and Freeman, 1991) of ca. 1.5ls � xH[MHz]
duration (e.g., 1 ms at 700 MHz) and shifted to 2 ppm were used without (filled) or with time-reversal (open shapes). CPMG-derived
XY16 decoupling (using default 180� square pulses without power reduction and ca. 200–300 ls echo delays) is suggested for broad-
band proton decoupling with maximal preservation of recovered Hu polarisation. Open selective 180� decoupling pulses on CO or CA
have Gauss or Q3 (Emsley and Bodenhausen, 1992) shape, respectively; the 13C decoupling pulse in t2 (filled grey) thereby is cosine-
modulated for compensation of Bloch-Siegert shifts (Sattler et al., 1999). Filled selective 180� pulses on 13C (Gauss for CX=CO, Q3
for CX=CA) must invert CX only, except in the HCfb scheme where broadband inversion (e.g., by BIP) of all 1H-bound 13C is
required for CX=CA; in this case, the dashed selective CO decoupling pulses (e.g., Gauss) must likewise be applied. Default pulse
phase is x unless stated otherwise, with the following phase cycles: /1=y (CX=CO) or )y (CX=CA); h1 ¼ h3=x, )x; h2=x, x, y, y;
w1=x, x, )x, )x; w2=x (4�), y (4�); w3=x � 8, ) x � 8; w4=y � 8, )y � 8; /receiver = (x, )x, )x, x), ()x , x, x, )x) � 2, (x, )x, )x,
x). Delays: D � ð21JHNÞ�1; D1 ¼ ð21JHNÞ�1;DNC � ð21JNCXÞ�1;DNC0 ¼ DNC � D1;DC � h21JHCi�1; f ¼ p90� ð15NÞ þ ð4=pÞ � p90� ð1HÞ;
p90� ¼ 90� pulse length; delays marked with a superscript asterisk are extended by (4/p) Æ p90�(

1H) for optimal rephasing within BIP
pairs. Open gradients G1-3 of equal duration select 15N coherence in t1 by setting G3 �G2 ¼ ðcH=cNÞ �G1 ¼ 0:101 �G1 in the antiecho
path. For echo detection in F1(15N), gradient G1 is inverted along with phase w4 for sensitivity enhancement. For complex quadrature
detection in F2(13CX), phase h1 is alternated between x and y for successive t2 increments. Weak filled gradient pairs are used
throughout to suppress radiation damping (Sklenar, 1995). The presented efb-enhanced HNCX pulse sequences (BRUKER format)
can be downloaded at http://www.nmr.chem.uu.nl/�tammo.
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HN polarisation by means of scalar coupling
evolution or band-selective pulses. Absent in
HMQC and TROSY-type experiments, interim
proton decoupling thereby requires adjustment to
maximally preserve flipped-back Hu polarisation.
With the spin temperature of the ambient proton
lattice thus cooled substantially, we illustrate
achievable enhancements in the signal-to-noise
ratio from accelerated recovery of HN polarisa-
tion.

Extended flip-back schemes

Common to the family of out-and-back triple
resonance experiments investigated here is the
HNCX building block with CX=CA or CO. We
therefore restrict the discussion of modifications
for extended flip-back (efb) of unused Hu polari-
sation to this basic three-dimensional experiment.
Inserting further heteronuclear transfer steps into
the t2 evolution time on CX to compose
HNCXCY derivatives (where CY=CO, CA or
CB) is then straightforward and compatible with
the efb afforded by the presented schemes. These
can be classified in two categories, based on
whether scalar J-coupling evolution or band-
selective pulses are employed for the required
orthogonal separation between selected HN and
recoverable Hu magnetisations. The first category
may again be sub-divided into passive separation
by the same 1JHN coupling also exploited in the
main transfer path to achieve universal flip-back
(ufb) of all unused non)15N-bound protons, or
active separation by the vacant 1JHC

coupling
for 13C-bound HC proton flip-back (HCfb) only.
The use of selective pulses likewise achieves non-
universal, band-selective flip-back (bsfb).

Figure 1 illustrates efb modifications of the
basic sensitivity-enhanced HNCX experiment
(Kay et al., 1994) along with their corresponding
Hu polarisation recovery paths. Except for
the bsfb version, modifications are restricted to the
initial HN �! N �! CX out-transfer part. The
common part, including t2 shift evolution on CX
and subsequent CX �! N �! HN back-transfer
with sensitivity enhancement, intrinsically achieves
flip-back of present polarisation with proper phase
settings. Conventionally, the pulse sequence only
achieves on-resonant water flip-back (wfb, Fig-
ure 1a) as it fails to refocus Hu chemical shift

evolution for offsets „ 0 during the 1JHN reph-
asing period D1 in the HN �! N reINEPT. Uni-
versal refocussing for all non)15N-bound protons
can be achieved with the ufb scheme (Figure 1b),
where a 180�(1H) rephasing pulse is applied
simultaneously with the first 90�(15N) excitation
pulse after inserting a compensating Hu shift
evolution delay D01. This central 180�(1H) pulse
thereby also decouples Hu coherence from any JHX

coupling evolution during D01 and D1. During the
inserted delay D01 (ca. 4–5 ms), the main coherence
transfer path adopts 2HzNz spin order that may
then, however, accrue noticeable losses from T1

relaxation and HN-water exchange. An optimised
ufbopt scheme (Figure 1c) therefore concatenates
the refocussing of Hu coherence with the rephasing
of 2NyHz antiphase coherence during D1 in the
HN �! N reINEPT. In order to evolve the 1JHN

coupling, and the JNCX coupling for the entire
length of the delay DNC, 180� pulses on 15N and
CX must be applied simultaneously with the
inserted 180�(1H) pulse. This, however, also acti-
vates any JHCX coupling for CX-bound Hu

coherence during D1, obviating its recovery. The
ufbopt scheme may therefore only be used for
negligible JHCX coupling, i.e. for CX=CO. Con-
trarily, the HCfb scheme (Figure 1d) constructively
exploits the substantial 1JHC coupling to prepare
2HzCz and 2HzNz spin order concomitantly in the
intial INEPT by suitably inserting a 180�(13C)
pulse. 13C-bound Hu polarisation is thus stored as
2HzCz during the subsequent N�!CX transfer
step, and then converted back to pure Hu

z

magnetisation by a second H,C-INEPT module
inserted while the main transfer path adopts pro-
ton-decoupled, and largely T1-insensitive, 2NzCXz

spin order. The central CX inversion pulse in the
N �!CX transfer step, required for JNCX cou-
pling evolution, must now affect the stored 2NzCz

order uniformly for all protonated 13C. Uniform
non-perturbation of 2NzCz can be achieved for
CX=CO only, using a CO-selective inversion
pulse. In contrast, frequency discrimination
between CX=CA and all other protonated 13C is
impossible, requiring their uniform inversion. The
resulting inversion of stored 2NzCz order must
then be compensated by inverting /1in the H,C-
INEPT reconversion module. Water magnetisa-
tion, although not 13C-bound, is still flipped-back
by the HCfb scheme if kept on-resonant, but only
at the end of the inserted second H,C-INEPT
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module. In contrast to all other schemes, water
magnetisation may consequently degrade from
faster T2 relaxation during the first N �!CX
transfer step; furthermore, radiation damping
should be suppressed by applying the indicated Gz

gradient echo. Finally, the bsfb modification
(Figure 1e) exploits the frequency difference be-
tween HN and the major part of (aliphatic) Hu

resonances by continuously employing band-
selective 90� pulses on the latter to immediately
compensate the effect of any unselective 90�
proton pulse. For flip-back, the water frequency
must be covered by the band-selective pulses
as well.

While the presented efb schemes afford mag-
netisation flip-back for different sets of Hu pro-
tons, they also differ in their susceptibility to T2

relaxation as a main attrition factor for polari-
sation recovery. The polarisation recovery paths
indicated in Figure 1 reveal that Hu magnetisa-
tion spends a total duration of 3D +DC for HCfb,
4D for ufbopt and 5D for ufb in the transverse
plane, accumulating increasing T2 relaxation los-
ses while some dephasing from homonuclear nJHH

proton coupling may be neglected. Consequently,
the ufbopt scheme is relaxation-optimised with
respect to simple ufb for both the HN-derived
coherence transfer (see above) and the Hu polar-
isation recovery paths; it may, however, only be
used for CX=CO. The HC fb scheme slightly
shortens the total Hu coherence time by another
D ) Dc, yet at the expense of restricting polari-
sation recovery to 13C-bound protons. The non-
uniform 1JCH couplings here further compromise
complete preparation of temporarily stored 2HzCz

order that also decays somewhat faster than the
Hu

z polarisation stored in all other cases. The
HCfb scheme should therefore remain inferior to
ufbopt and be considered only when the latter
cannot be employed, i.e. for CX=CA. In contrast
to the efb schemes separating HN and Hu mag-
netisation by J coupling evolution, minimal T2

relaxation losses (i.e., practically only during
pulses) accrue for the recovered Hu polarisation
in the bsfb modification. Polarisation recovery
here should therefore be substantially increased,
while being restricted to those Hu proton fre-
quencies covered by the band-selective pulses. In
case of overlap between HN and Hu (including
H2O) frequencies, flip-back has to be restricted
even more severely.

Cumulative imperfections in the numerous 1H
pulses (from miscalibration, Brf inhomogeneity or
offset-dependence) may also importantly degrade
Hu polarisation recovery. In contrast to T2 relax-
ation, however, this attrition factor may be mini-
mised by appropriate experimental means (e.g.,
Hallenga and Lippens, 1995; Zweckstetter and
Holak, 1999). As shown in Figure 1, we thus
substituted the more error-prone 180� pulses by
broadband inversion pulses (BIP) with optimised
tolerance to Brf inhomogeneity and miscalibration
(Smith et al., 2001); substituting the less error-
prone square 90� pulses by more robust alterna-
tives like, e.g., BeBop (Skinner et al., 2004) might
be envisaged additionally. When applied to
coherence on either the polarisation recovery or
main transfer path, BIPs must be inserted pairwise
for mutual compensation of phase errors. Conse-
quently, every single 180� square pulse on 1H and,
simultaneously, 15N was replaced by BIP pairs,
except during the second transfer step of the sen-
sitivity-enhanced reINEPT in the bsfb scheme. The
need to mutually compensate the Bloch–Siegert
shifts induced by both inserted band-selective 90�
flip-back pulses here required us to retain the sin-
gle square 180� pulse. Substituting square 180�
pulses for BIP (pairs) has relevance beyond the
methods detailed here, reducing losses on both the
Hupolarisation recovery and HN coherence trans-
fer path. Ca. 2.5% intensity gains per pairwise BIP
implementation were thus obtained even with the
wfb scheme, while the tolerance towards pulse
miscalibration was dramatically enhanced, yield-
ing identical intensities even with a BIP power
missetting by ±2 dB. We therefore strongly rec-
ommend to implement BIPs in NMR pulse se-
quences more generally.

Mutual compensation of some imperfections in
successive pulses can also be achieved through
proper choice of relative phases, always within the
constraints imposed by the main coherence trans-
fer path. Most importantly, and generally pro-
posed for spin echoes (Meiboom and Gill, 1958),
any 180� pulse must therefore be applied with a
phase perpendicular to the preceding 90� excita-
tion pulse. For the same reasons, and likewise
considered in the schemes depicted in Figure 1, we
found that the first and last band-selective flip-
back pulses in the final sensitivity-enhanced
15N!1 H back-transfer of the bsfb scheme must
be applied with identical phases.
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Optimised proton decoupling schemes

A distinct component of most HSQC-based triple
resonance experiments is interim proton decou-
pling to suppress formation of anti-phase 2HzXy

coherence, which generally relaxes faster than its
in-phase counterpart due to dipolar proton–pro-
ton interactions. In the out-and-back HNCX
experiments investigated here, proton decoupling
is required during the long NMCX transfer steps
where temporary anti-phase 2HzNy coherence
could additionally decay by HN/water exchange.
Interim proton decoupling, however, inadvertently
interferes with the desired Hu polarisation recov-
ery except in perfectly band-selective homonuclear
decoupling of amide protons only. Yet, this is
inachievable in practice and moreover introduces a
frequency-selection during 1H decoupling that
contravenes the frequency-independent Hu mag-
netisation flip-back afforded by all efb schemes
except bsfb, where it might be implemented
advantageously. We therefore only considered
broad-band proton decoupling schemes supporting
universal Hu flip-back as well. Obviously, when
using standard continuous pulsing decoupling
(cpd) sequences, their duration must be matched to
full supercycles to eventually bring recovered Hu

magnetisation back to its initial z-alignment. Still,
the proton trajectory during any cpd sequence
spends much of the time in the transverse plane,
accumulating substantial T2 relaxation losses. De-
coupling by means of a single 180� proton inver-
sion pulse would eliminate this source of losses for
the recovered Hu polarisation (trading it for rather
insignificant T1 relaxation losses), yet fail to effi-
ciently suppress 2HzNy anti-phase formation. The
obvious compromise is then discontinuous ‘‘win-
dowed’’ CPMG-type decoupling, using a repetition
of proton inversion pulses at reasonably short
intervals. Imperfections and the limited bandwidth
of these pulses must, however, be compensated by
appropriate phase cycling (Gullion et al., 1990) to
ensure sufficient, broadband HN decoupling as well
as preservation of recovered Hu polarisation. Such
phase-cycled derivatives of the classic CPMG se-
quence perform excellently even for broadband
isotropic Hartmann–Hahn mixing (Furrer et al.,
2004), corroborating their equal suitability for the
less demanding task of broadband HN decoupling.
The echo delay dCPMG should then be chosen long
enough to maintain a low duty cycle and reduce

sample heating, but short enough to prevent sub-
stantial 2HzNy anti-phase formation and reduce T2

relaxation losses for interim stray Hu coherence
produced by imperfect inversion pulses and
partially recovered through the phase cycling
scheme. For instance, choosing dCPMG=200–550
ls, i.e. (4–10%)�(21JHN)

)1, would still limit 2HzNy

anti-phase formation during each interval to neg-
ligibly small 0.3–3%. The required decoupling
duration can then be realised much easier than with
cpd sequences by simply adjusting the echo delay
dCPMG and, possibly, the number of full
supercycles.

Accelerated HN relaxation and sensitivity

enhancement

As previously exploited in LTROSY (Pervushin
et al., 2002) and SOFAST-HMQC (Schanda and
Brutscher, 2005), the substantial Hu polarisation
recovered by the presented efb schemes can be
used straightaway to indirectly replenish depleted
HN polarisation during the subsequent interscan
delay s (defined as the total delay between last and
first proton pulse in consecutive scans). This con-
structive effect of dipolar Hu ! HN cross-relaxa-
tion accelerates recovery of HN polarisation and
entails a reduction in net T1(H

N) relaxation times
at the expense of T1(H

u), which in turn results in
increased signal intensities if HN relaxation
remains incomplete during short s� 3 � T1(H

N).
Consequently, the sensitivity enhancement affor-
ded by Hu polarisation recovery should increase
with the pulsing rate, i.e. with decreasing s. We
may obtain some insight into this dependence by
starting from the well-known expression for the
signal-to-noise ratio, SN (Ernst et al., 1987), with
R1(H

N)=l/T1(H
N):

SN / 1� exp �s � R1 HN
� �� �� �

� ffiffiffiffi
ns
p ð1Þ

The balance betweenHN relaxation during s and
both signal and noise accumulation by the ns scans
produces a maximum SNmax for a distinct optimal
interscan delay sopt (Pervushin et al., 2002):

sopt � 1:25 � T1ðHNÞ ð2Þ

Using this expression and the substitution
ns � Ttotal=s (where Ttotal is the total measure-
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ment time per increment), Equation (1) trans-
forms into:

SNðsÞ / 1� expð�1:25 � s=soptÞ
� �

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ttotal

s

r

ð3Þ

The s-dependent sensitivity enhancement
afforded by accelerated HN re-equilibration then
corresponds to the ratio of SN values (or, simply,
signal intensities) measured for experiments of
equal duration Ttotal employing different Hu

polarisation recovery schemes:

SNf

SN0

" #

ðsÞ ¼ cf

c0
�
1� exp �1:25 � s=sfopt

� �h i

1� exp �1:25 � s=s0opt
� �� �

ð4Þ

Here and in the following, superscripts 0
(denoting the conventional reference wfb scheme)
and f (designating one of the presented efb

schemes) indicate values that generally depend on
the Hu flip-back factor f £ l (see below) and/or
relative HN intensity scaling factor cf £ 1 per-
taining to a given flip-back scheme. Factor cf thus
comprises all additional losses accumulating on
the coherence path using a given efb scheme,
relative to the reference wfb implementation with a
c0 defined to be 1. While the latter should afford no
Hu magnetisation flip-back, an f 0>0 may none-
theless result from some direct (i.e., concomitant
flip-back for Ha resonating near the water
frequency) and indirect (i.e. labile protein protons
exchanging with the water) Hu polarisation
recovery that may become quite substantial for
very large proteins (Riek et al., 2002).

Equation (4), plotted in Figure 2, immediately
reveals that any sensitivity enhancement from
accelerated HN relaxation vanishes for long
s	 sfopt, when relaxation becomes virtually com-
plete. This slow pulsing regime allows tomeasure the
relative HN intensity scaling factor cf for a chosen
efb scheme and constant experiment time Ttotal:

Figure 2. Signal-to-noise ratios without (SN0) and with efb-accelerated HN re-equilibration (SNf), simulated using Equations (3) and
(4) on the assumption of constant R1(H

N) rates with ratio Rf
1=R

0
1 ¼ 1:3 (i.e. s0opt=s

f
opt ¼ 1:3) and relative scaling factors cf/c0 = 0.95.

The total interscan delay s is given in units of s0opt, for which maximal SN0 without Hu polarisation recovery is reached. Inserted is a
close-up view of the region around sopt for better comparison with the experimental data shown in Figure 5.
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SNf

SN0

" #

min

ðs	 sfoptÞ ¼
cf

c0
ð5Þ

Contrarily, maximal relative sensitivity enh-
ancement is reached at short s� s0opt (i.e. fast
pulsing regime), corresponding to the inverse ratio
of the optimal interscan delays pertaining to both
flip-back schemes compared:

SNf

SN0

" #

max

ðs� sfoptÞ �
cf

c0
�
s0opt
sfopt

ð6Þ

Note, however, that the extent of Hu polarisa-
tion recovery underlying the acceleration of HN

relaxation is itself subject to s-dependent satura-
tion. An equation describing this dependence is
derived in the Appendix, or may be deduced from
a related equation describing longitudinal inter-
ference in repetitive pulse experiments (Ernst
et al., 1987; Hiller et al., 2005):

HuðsÞ
Hu

0


 fðsÞ ¼ f0 �
1� exp �s � R1ðHuÞð Þ

1� f0 � exp �s � R1ðHuÞð Þ
ð7Þ

where Hu
0 is the fully re-equilibrated Hu polarisa-

tion, R1ðHuÞ its longitudinal relaxation rate, and f0
the intrinsic flip-back factor afforded by a given
efb scheme in the absence of saturation, i.e. for
s	 1=R1ðHuÞ. With the HuðsÞ polarisation thus
vanishing as s approaches 0, acceleration of HN

relaxation will likewise vanish, and SNfðs! 0Þ
becomes equal to SN0. Relative sensitivity
enhancement will therefore again drop towards its
minimum given by Equation (5), after passing
through a distinct maximum within the interval
0 < s < sfopt that may be somewhat smaller than
the one given by Equation (6). A more quantita-
tive desciption of the complex relationship be-
tween s-dependent Hu polarisation recovery, f, and
generally multi-exponential longitudinal HN

relaxation is, however, beyond the scope of this
paper.

Equation (6) nevertheless proves that imple-
menting efb is particularly attractive as a
time-saving method if resolution, rather than
sensitivity, limits the total measurement time Ttotal

for a multi-dimensional experiment: In this reso-

lution-limited regime, only a shortening of s can
further reduce Ttotal � ns � s � ni since the numbers
of scans (ns) and increments (ni) have both reached
their acceptable minima. For a given Ttotal, ni and,
thus, the resolution may then be increased. Alter-
natively, ns could be increased to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio for samples limited by sensi-
tivity; one should then choose s ¼ sopt for maximal
SNmax (see above). The sensitivity enhancement
afforded by Hu polarisation recovery then follows
from Equation (3), keeping in mind possible
reductions from partial saturation of recovered Hu

polarisation (see above):

SNf
max

SN0
max

¼
SNfðsfoptÞ
SN0ðs0optÞ

� cf

c0
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s0opt
sfopt

s

ð8Þ

This maximal absolute enhancement is relevant
for measurements limited by sensitivity and is
reached in the optimal pulsing regime, where s is set
to the corresponding sopt (cf. Equation 2). It is
clearly smaller than the maximal relative
enhancement given by Equation (6) that is relevant
for measurements limited by resolution, where
uniform s much shorter than sopt are employed
(fast pulsing regime).

Experimental results and discussion

Extent of unused Hu proton polarisation recovery

All efb schemes presented in Figure 1 were exper-
imentally verified on a BRUKER Avance700
spectrometer using several [U)15N,13C] labelled
proteins of different size: chymotrypsin inhibitor 2
(CI2, 64 residues) (Ludvigsen et al., 1991), CHD7
(80 residues), hUSP15-DUSP domain (USP, 141
residues) (de Jong et al., submitted) and an hRTFl
domain (RTF, 153 residues).

In order to quantify the achievable Hu polari-
sation recovery, the basic HNCX sequence with efb
implementation was modified to record the plain
1H spectrum remaining immediately after the
experiment. We thus fixed t1 and t2 to zero and
appended a standard one-dimensional 1H pulse
sequence [90�(H2O selective) – 90�(1H) – G0 – (3-9-
19) – G0] with flip-back and suppression of water
just prior to acquisition. Here, the global 90� 1H
read pulse has the same phase as the receiver and is
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preceded by a water-selective 90� flip-back pulse
with inverse phase; the composite (3-9-19) rephas-
ing pulse (Sklenar et al., 1993) is surrounded by
two identical B0 field gradients G0 for water
suppression. Note that this modified 1DH[HNCX]
experiment inadvertently exhausts all recovered Hu

polarisation by conversion into observable coher-
ence, and should no longer contain HN intensity.
For referencing, the complete re-equilibrated 1H
spectrum was obtained after inserting a sufficiently
long recovery delay (‡ 3ÆT1) just prior to this ap-
pended read-out sequence. Due to the inapplica-
bility of the ufbopt scheme if CX ¼ CA, we only
illustrate the experimental results for the basic
HNCO experiment that allows implementation
and direct comparison of all presented efb schemes.

Results for the HNCA-derived experiments were
equivalent apart from the expected failure of Hu

flip-back using the ufbopt scheme, with negligible
Hu polarisation losses from additional R1 relaxa-
tion during the longer interim proton decoupling
periods required for evolving the smaller JNCA

coupling.
Figure 3 and Table 1 illustrate the substantial

Hu proton polarisation recovered at the end of an
HNCO experiment employing any of the proposed
efb schemes (with pairwise BIP substitution and
CPMG-type interim XY16 proton decoupling
during the 15N!13CO coherence transfer steps).
In accordance with the previous reflections,
polarisation recovery clearly correlates with the
total Hu coherence time spent on the recovery path

Figure 3. Recovery of unused Hu proton polarisation by the indicated extended flip-back (efb) schemes shown in Figure 1. In contrast
to conventional water-only flip-back (wfb), substantial proton (except depleted HN) polarisation is recovered by any of the proposed
efb schemes. Recoveries are largely dominated by T2 relaxation losses accumulating during the indicated net durations tc that recovered
Hu magnetisation spends in the transverse plane for the given efb scheme ðD � ð21JHNÞ�1;DC � ð21J�1HCÞÞ. All 1H spectra (at 700 MHz,
298 K) were recorded for CI2 (64 residues) immediately after an HNCO experiment with the indicated flip-back scheme and
2 � 18.4 ms CPMG-derived XY16 proton decoupling (using 276 ls echo delay and standard 180� square pulses without power
switching) during the 15N fi 13CO coherence transfer. The interscan delay was set to 10 s for full re-equilibration; D ¼ 5 ms,
DC ¼ 3:4 ms. The complete 1H reference spectrum was recorded similarly, but with another 10 s full recovery delay inserted just prior
to the read-out of remaining proton polarisation.
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in the different efb schemes, during which T2

relaxation acts as the main attrition factor. Thus,
ufb and ufbopt (with 5D and 4D Hu coherence
times, respectively; D � ð21JHNÞ�1Þ benefit most
from reduced T2 relaxation of the smaller test
proteins, where Hu recovery increased by 2/3 from
approximately 30% for the large RTF to ca. 50%
for the smaller CHD7 and CI2 proteins when
starting with fully re-equilibrated proton polari-
sation (i.e., interscan delay s ¼ 10 s). The HCfb
recovery scheme, additionally compromised by
JCH heterogeneity and T1 relaxation of the
temporarily stored 2CzHz magnetisation, resulted
in relative H recovery losses of 25– 40%. Yet, 40–
50% losses accumulated even for the bsfb scheme,
where the coherence time spent on the Hu recovery
path and ensueing T2 relaxation losses are appar-
ently eliminated.

Trying to account for these remaining 40–50%
Hu polarisation losses from causes other than
T2 relaxation, we first replaced the employed
band-selective EBurp2 (Geen and Freeman, 1991)
with short unselective square pulses. Losses
accrueing during the former could thus be esti-
mated at ca. 5%. Switching off the interim XY16
proton decoupling revealed another, more sub-
stantial 20–25% Hu recovery losses at this stage

(also see Figure 4). By varying the duration of
decoupling, pertaining losses could be attributed
approximately one half each to still uncompen-
sated inversion pulse imperfections and to T1

relaxation degrading the periodically inverted Hu

polarisation. The remaining ca. 20% losses in Hu

recovery were apparently caused by imperfections
in all other proton pulses not yet accounted for.
Neglecting attrition from the vastly compensated
BIP pulses employed here (Smith et al., 2001),
these losses would accrue during the one remaining
180� and five 90� square 1H pulses of the HNCO-
bsfb sequence (see Figure 1e), implying realistic ca.
3.5% loss per 90� rotation. Verifying the
improvements afforded by the implemented
methods for pulse error compensation delineated
before, we observed Hu polarisation losses of
ca. )5% in bsfb, )10% in HCfb and ufbopt, and
even )17% in ufb when back-substituting single
180� square pulses for the BIP pairs used. Like-
wise, up to )25% Hu polarisation was lost by not
observing either of the two previously specified
rules for optimised relative phase setting.

Table 1 also reveals the effect of progressive
saturation of incompletely recovered Hu polarisa-
tion when shortening the total interscan delay s.
For instance, recoveries degraded by ca. )40%

Table 1. Hu polarisation recoveries obtained for various test proteins with the efb schemes shown in Figure 1

HNCO-bsfb HNCO-ufbopt HNCO-ufb HNCO-Hcfb

RTF (153 residues)

s ¼ 10 s 52% 32% 27% 21%

CHD7 (80 residues)

s ¼ 10 s 62% 52% 47% 33%

s ¼ 1 s 49% (51%) 42% (41%) 36% (36%) 25% (24%)

s ¼ 0:5 s 37% (40%) 31% (31%) 27% (26%) 20% (17%)

CI2 (64 residues)

s ¼ 10 s 63% 56% 50% 30%

s ¼ 10 s (DIPSI2)a 45% 42% 37% 21%

s ¼ 1 s 48%(51%) 42%(44%) 38% (38%) 24%(21%)

s ¼ 0:5 s 36% (39%) 32%(33%) 28%(27%) 19%(14%)

Approximate Hu polarisation recoveries were obtained from bulk integration of the remaining ID 1H spectrum acquired immediately
after an HNCO experiment employing the indicated efb scheme. Reference is a comparable standard ID 1H spectrum recorded without
HNCO prehistory. Hu polarisation recoveries were measured with the indicated total interscan delays s (including the FID acquisition
delay). Full re-equilibration was assumed for s ¼ 10 s and the corresponding values were equated with the intrinsic flip-back factors fo.
For shorter s ¼ 1 and 0.5 s, values in brackets were back-calculated from f0 using Equation (7) and assuming approximate mono-
exponential T1(H

u) relaxation times of 1050 ms for CI2 and 960 ms for CHD7. Experiments were recorded at 700 MHz, 298 K, using
D � ð21JHNÞ�1 ¼ 5 ms, DC � ð21JHCÞ�1 ¼ 3:4 ms, DNC0 � ð21JNC0 Þ�1 ¼ 23:2 ms, CPMG-derived XY16 1H decoupling (except in a

where DIPSI2 cpd was employed) during 2�18.2 ms with dCPMG ¼ 220ls echo delay, pairwise substitution of 180� 1H and 15N pulses
by BIP. The bsfb scheme used band-selective EBurp2 90� flip-back pulses of 1 ms duration and centered at 2 ppm.
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when reducing s from 10 to 0.5 s. At s ¼ 10 s, one
may safely assume complete re-equilibration of all
1H polarisation prior to each scan, and pertaining
Hu polarisation recoveries can therefore be equated
with the inherent flip-back ratio f0 afforded by the
corresponding efb scheme. Using f0 and approxi-
mate monoexponential T1(H

u) relaxation times of
1050 ms and 960 ms for CI2 and CHD7, respec-
tively, Equation (7) reproduces the measured HuðsÞ
polarisation recoveries very well (see Table 1).

Figure 4 illustrates the critical impact of inter-
im proton decoupling upon recovered Hu polari-
sation, which is decisively better preserved by the
proposed CPMG-derived decoupling than by any
cpd sequence. As discussed before, the latter
continuously drives proton magnetisation through
the transverse plane, effecting a substantial decay
from T2 relaxation. Contrarily, this attrition factor

is virtually eliminated in ‘‘windowed’’ CPMG-type
decoupling, where Hu polarisation gets almost
instantly inverted at intervals only. The poor
tolerance towards offset and imperfections of the
constituent inversion pulses, however, almost
nullifies Hu polarisation recovery using classical
CPMG. Yet, even the simplest 2-step (+/)) phase
alternation scheme BE2 (Braunschweiler and
Ernst, 1983) largely alleviates this known short-
coming, while more extensive schemes like 16-step
XY16 (Gullion et al., 1990) render the inherent
error compensation even more robust. Turning
proton decoupling off revealed that both XY16
and BE2 decoupling in the given example effect a
minimum degradation of Hu polarisation by
ca. )25% (due to remaining uncompensated pulse
errors and T1 relaxation, see above). While Hu

polarisation was conserved virtually independent

Figure 4. Impact of interim broadband proton decoupling on Hu polarisation recovery. CPMG-derived XY16 (Gullion et al., 1990)
and BE2 (Braunschweiler and Ernst, 1983) decoupling best preserve recovered Hu polarisation, causing on average )25% losses
relative to 1H decoupling turned off. All indicated continuous pulsing decoupling sequences degrade Hu magnetisation by ca. 40–60%
with respect to XY16 decoupling, mostly due to concomitant T2 relaxation. Decoupling by classical CPMG, however, largely erodes
recovered Hu polarisation due to an inherent lack of compensation for pulse errors. The 1H spectra (700 MHz, 298 K) were recorded
for RTF (153 residues) immediately after an HNCO experiment with bsfb implementation and 2 � 18.4 ms proton decoupling during
the 15N fi 13CO coherence transfer steps, using 181ls echo delays and default high-power 180� square pulses in CPMG-type
decoupling.
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of the CPMG echo delay dCPMG, chosen between
ca. 180 and 620 ls to correspond to full XY16
supercycles, HN intensities decreased by >5% for
dCPMG > 500ls from increasing admixture of fas-
ter antiphase 15N coherence relaxation (data not
shown). Relative to optimised XY16 decoupling
with dCPMG ¼ 181ls, continuous decoupling using
DIPSI2 or 3 (Shaka et al., 1988), MLEV16 (Levitt,
1982) or P5M4 (Tycko and Pines, 1984) degraded
Hu polarisation recovery by ca. )40%, while
GARP (Shaka et al., 1985) and especially
WALTZ16 decoupling (Shaka et al., 1983) fared
even worse with )45% and )60% losses, respec-
tively.

Sensitivity enhancements from accelerated HN

relaxation

We next analysed sensitivity enhancements result-
ing from HN relaxation acceleration by the recov-
ered Hu polarisation. Using identical parameters as
for sampling the Hu polarisation (see above), we
recorded the efb-modified HNCO experiments
shown in Figure 1 as one-dimensional [NCO]-fil-

tered HN spectra and varied the number of scans
(modulo a minimal phase cycle of 2) while adjust-
ing the total inter scan delay s such that overall
measurement times per 1D spectrum remained
constant. Signal-to-noise ratios SN were then
derived from bulk integration of all HN signals.

Figure 5 plots the measured SNf ratios against
s, proving excellent agreement with the simulated
function in the sampled area near sopt (see close-up
insert in Figure 2). Clearly, all presented efb
schemes afford the expected shortening of sfopt
(derived at the maximum SNf ratio) with respect to
the reference water-only flip-back scheme. As listed
in Table 2, reductions in sfopt and, thus, the effective
T1

f(HN) relaxation time (cf. Equation 2) correlate
well with the inherent Hu polarisation recovery f0
afforded by the efb scheme: up to 35–45% short-
ening are reached with the most efficient bsfb
scheme, followed by ca. 20–30% using ufbopt, ca.
10–20% using ufb and only 5–10% using the least
efficient HCfb scheme. The corresponding absolute
sensitivity enhancements SNf

max=SN
0
max, however,

fall somewhat short of the gains predicted by
Equation (8) while still correlating with the extent

Figure 5. Signal-to-noise ratios from ID H[NCO] employing the different flip-back schemes presented in Figure 1, measured for CI2
(64 residues) and RTF (153 residues): reference wfb (—), bsfb (r), ufbopt (h), ufb (n) and HCfb (D). Plots on the left show signal-to-
noise ratios, SN, as percent of the maximum SNmax measured with the reference wfb scheme. The corresponding relative sensitivity
enhancement, calculated as the SNefb/SNwfb ratio between SN values measured at uniform total interscan delay s using efb and the
reference wfb scheme, are shown on the right. Experimental parameters as given for Figure 3.
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of Hu polarisation recovery for each separate efb
scheme. They range between only 2% for the large
RTF and 12% for the small CI2 protein using the
T2 relaxation-affected ufbopt scheme, while ca. 10%
are gained for all tested proteins with the largely
T2-insensitive bsfb scheme. In contrast, both ufb
and HCfb schemes may actually degrade the HN

signal-to-noise ratio particularly for larger pro-
teins. These discrepancies, along with the apparent
divergence of the measured SN at long s	 sfopt are
largely due to inherent HN intensity losses for the
different efb schemes that reduce their pertaining
scaling factors cf (cf. Equations 4–6) below 1. The
latter may be extrapolated for long s from the plot
of relative sensitivity enhancements, [SNf=SN0],
shown in Figure 5 (cf. Equation 5). There, SNf

ratios eventually drop below SN0 except for the
ufbopt and, only for the small CI2 protein, the ufb
schemes. With bsfb, ca. 6–8% losses in bulk HN

intensity accumulated for both the small CI2 and

the large RTF proteins, indicating that they have
causes other than size-dependent relaxation. These
apparent losses are in fact provoked by imperfectly
band-selective flip-back pulses that partially
degrade the low-frequency HN signals included in
the evaluated bulk integrals. Contrarily, HN

intensity losses inherent in the ufb scheme amount
to )6% for the large RTF, but have largely van-
ished for the smaller CI2 and CHD7 proteins. This
size-dependence indicates some additional relaxa-
tion during the coherence path in ufb as origin for
the losses, i.e. the predicted additional R1(2NzHz)
relaxation during the inserted Hu rephasing delay
D¢. Finally, while SNHCfb measured with the HCfb
scheme for CI2 diverges from SNwfb at long s by ca.
)3%, due mostly to additional R1(2NzCOz) relax-
ation on the coherence path (see above), the ratios
appear to eventually converge for RTF. Here,
however, ca. )5% HN intensity losses accrue at
intermediate s, putatively reflecting the effect of

Table 2. Summarised experimental performance of the efb schemes shown in Figure 1

HNCO-wfb HNCO-bsfb HNCO-ufbopt HNCO-ufb HNCO-HCfb

RTF (153 residues)

f0 0% 52% 32% 27% 21%

cf ” 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 0.98

sopt [ms] 1100 660 ()40%) 880 ()20%) 975 ()11%) 1050 ()5%)

SNf
max=SN

0
max ” 1.00 1.08 {1.} 1.02 {2.} 0.95 {)} 0.95 {)}

[SNf/SN0]max ” 1.00 1.55 {1.} 1.20 {2.} 1.03 {3.} 1.03 {3.}

CHD7 (80 residues)

f0 0% 62% 52% 47% 33%

cf ” 1.00 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.95

sopt[ms] 1100 625 ()43%) 800 ()27%) 880 ()20%) 1000 ()9%)

SNf
max/SN

0
max ” 1.00 1.11{1.} 1.05 {2.} 1.01 {3.} 0.95 {)}

[SNf/SN0]max ” 1.00 1.70{1.} 1.20{2.} 1.20{2.} 1.05 {3.}

CI2 (64 residues)

f0 0% 63% 56% 50% 30%

cf ” 1.00 0.93 1.01 0.99 0.97

sopt [ms] 1225 800 ()35%) 900 ()26%) 1000 ()18%) 1150 ()6%)

SNf
max/SN

0
max ” 1.00 1.11 {2.} 1.12 {1.} 1.07 {3.} 1.01 {4.}

[SNf/SN0]max ” 1.00 1.40 {1.} 1.35 {2.} 1.20 {3.} 1.10 {4.}

SNf
max/SN

0
max (with SN0

max=SNwfb
max) is the absolute sensitivity enhancement relevant for measurements limited by sensitivity require-

ments when using the pertaining optimised interscan delays sopt (i.e., optimal pulsing regime). [SNf/SN0]max (extrapolated using
Equation 6) is the predicted maximal relative sensitivity enhancement relevant for measurements limited by resolution requirements
when using identical interscan delays shorter than sopt (i.e., fast pulsing regime). Sensitivity enhancements with respect to the reference
wfb experiment have been ranked (in curly brackets), with ‘‘–’’ indicating an actual sensitivity decrease due to additional relaxation
losses on the HN coherence path. f0=intrinsic Hu flip-back ratio (measured for s ¼ 10s, see Table 1), cf=HN scaling factor (extrap-
olated from SNf/SN0 for s	 sopt with cf=c0=1 for wfb), sopt ¼ optimal total interscan delay (with shortening relative to wfb given in
brackets). All measured data (at 700 MHz, 298 K) was determined from corresponding bulk integrals of the 1D 1H[HNCO] spectra;
experimental parameters as given for Table 1.
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inferior water flip-back in the HCfb scheme (see
above). Relative sensitivity enhancements
[SNf=SN0](s) increased monotonously up to the
shortest sampled s ¼ 200 ms, where ratios reached
ca. 40–45% for all three test proteins using the
most efficient bsfb scheme (Figure 5, CHD7 data
not shown). With both cf and sfopt determined from
the experimental SN data, we employed Equation
(6) to extrapolate maximal relative SN enhance-
ments, ½SNf=SN0�max, at shorter interscan delays
(see Table 2). Unfortunately, we were not able to
experimentally access this extremely fast pulsing
regime on our BRUKER DRX700 spectrometer
due to recurring hardware failure for s\200 ms.
Nevertheless, the predicted ½SNf=SN0�max ratios
agree strikingly well with the maxima emerging
from the experimental data for CI2 (Figure 5b), i.e.
ca. 140–145% with bsfb, up to 130% with ufbopt,
around 120–125% with ufb and still ca. 110–115%
with HCfb. For RTF, no clear leveling-off is ob-
served for the ½SNf=SN0�max ratios up to the
shortest sampled s � 200 ms; the predicted
½SNf=SN0� ratios of up to 155% with bsfb, 120%
with ufbopt, but only ca. 103% with ufb and HCfb
appear, however, well within reach (similar obser-
vations hold for CHD7).

The good agreement of sampled [SNf=SN0]
ratios with the maximal ½SNf=SN0�max extrapo-
lated using Equation (6) is somewhat surprising,
considering that Hu polarisation recovery de-
creases along with s due to saturation (cf.
Equation 7). The expected decrease of [SNf=SN0]
ratios in the very fast pulsing regime may there-
fore only occur for s < 200 ms, and the approx-
imate experimental maxima do not appear to fall
far below the ½SNf=SN0�max enhancements calcu-
lated assuming constant Rf

1ðHNÞ relaxation rates.
A clear correlation between Hu polarisation
recovery and the afforded acceleration of HN

relaxation is nevertheless obvious from Fig-
ure 6 that plots acceleration ratios
Rf

1ðHNÞ=R0
1ðHNÞ ¼ s0opt=s

f
opt (cf. Equation 2)

against the intrinsic Hu flip-back ratios f0 affor-
ded by the presented efb schemes. It is reasonable
to assume that the observed increase in acceler-
ation ratios with increasing f follows a sigmoidal
curve up to a characteristic maximum. The data
furthermore shows that acceleration rates increase
with the protein size, corroborating the
well-known fact that the underlying dipolar cou-
pling between HN and Hu polarisations (‘‘spin
diffusion’’) is more substantial for larger proteins.

Figure 6. Acceleration ratios for longitudinal HN relaxation (relative to wfb implementation) versus Hu polarisation recovery for CI2
(n, 64 residues), CHD7 (r, 80 residues) and RTF (D, 153 residues). Data was taken from Table 2 for the indicated efb schemes and
s ¼ 10 s (i.e. depicted f correspond to f0). Acceleration ratios R1

f(HN)/ R1
0(HN) were calculated from the experimentally determined

optimal interscan delays sopt using Equation (2). Experimental parameters as given for Table 1.
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Thus, Hu polarisation recovery as a method
for sensitivity or resolution enhancement would
become ever more powerful for proteins with
increasing size and proton density. The efficiency
of flip-back schemes, however, decreases in the
same order due to some inevitable Hu magneti-
sation decay from transverse T2ðHuÞ relaxation.
Consequently, maximal sensitivity gains by efb
should be reached for proteins with intermediate
size. In our tests at 700 MHz and 298 K, using
the basic HNCO experiment with the most effi-
cient bsfb scheme, CHD7 with its intermediate
size of 80 residues benefitted the most (see Fig-
ure 6). As discussed, bsfb accrues only minimal
T2 relaxation losses for the recovered Hu polari-
sation, making it the single most efficient efb
scheme for larger proteins. For smaller proteins,
universal flip-back schemes passively exploiting
the 1JHN coupling become increasingly competi-
tive, especially the presented ufbopt scheme that
may, however, only be used for HNCO-type
experiments. The HCfb scheme, actively exploit-
ing the non-uniform 1JHC coupling, affords by far
the lowest Hu polarisation recovery and, offering
no particular advantages, may probably be dis-
carded.

Conclusion

We have presented several extended flip-back
schemes (efb) to recover unselected Hu proton
polarisation in multidimensional HSQC-type
out-and-back experiments with the object
of enhancing intensities by accelerating HN

re-equilibration. The performance of these efb
schemes was tested using the basic HNCX
experiment (CX=CO or CA) and several test
proteins of different size. The proposed band-
selective flip-back scheme (bsfb) generally affords
the highest Hu polarisation recovery, showing
the smallest degradation by T2(H

u) relaxation,
yet at the price of possible intensity losses for
low-frequency HN signals. The novel schemes for
universal flip-back (ufb and ufbopt) do not suffer
from this complication, but are substantially
more susceptible to T2 relaxation losses degrad-
ing Hu polarisation recovery. They therefore
become competitive mostly for smaller proteins.
Contrarily, polarisation recovery in the HCfb
scheme appears too inefficient to override

intrinsic additional relaxation losses on the HN

coherence transfer path. These also accrue in the
simple ufb scheme, but not in ufbopt that may,
however, only be used for CX=CO. In all
schemes, crucial improvements in preserving
recovered Hu polarisation were afforded by the
novel use of CPMG-derived sequences for the
required interim proton decoupling, and by
implementing broad-band inversion pulses.

With intrinsic Hu polarisation recoveries
reaching up to 60%, we observed substantial
sensitivity enhancements with respect to the
conventional water-only flip-back scheme (wfb)
from accelerated HN re-equilibration. These gains
increase with the pulsing rate and reached ca. 40%
at the shortest sampled total interscan delay
s ¼ 200 ms for all tested proteins, using the most
efficient bsfb scheme. An expression to assess the
maximal sensitivity enhancement achievable was
derived, well reproducing the experimental data
and predicting gains of up to 70% at even shorter
s. Yet, enhancements are expected to eventually
drop again due to increasing saturation of recov-
ered Hu polarisation, for which an equation was
likewise derived. Acceleration of HN re-equilibra-
tion and pertaining sensitivity enhancement as
expected also increased with the extent of Hu po-
larisation recovery and spin diffusion (i.e. the
strength of dipolar interaction between HN and Hu

polarisations). While the latter effect increases with
protein size and proton density, the former de-
creases from more T2(H

u) relaxation losses inevi-
tably accumulating in the efb scheme. Sensitivity
enhancement by efb should therefore reach a
maximum for proteins of intermediate size (ca. 100
residues).

In conclusion, sensitivity enhancements from
efb are particularly pronounced when measure-
ment times are dictated by resolution requirements
and interscan re-equilibration delays s shorter
than the optimal sfopt ¼ 1:25 � T1ðHNÞ are used
(fast pulsing regime). Conversely, in the sensitivity-
limited measurement regime, the longer pertaining
sfopt delay should be employed (optimal pulsing
regime), and absolute sensitivity enhancements
then afforded by efb are less significant. Again,
bsfb affords the greatest sensitivity enhancement,
followed by ufbopt (applicable only to HNCO-de-
rived experiments) and, for small proteins only, the
simple ufb scheme, while HCfb is too inefficient or
even detrimental.
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Appendix

Saturation decay of steady-state polarisation
recovery

An equation to calculate steady-state Hu polari-
sation recovery under conditions of progressive
saturation (i.e., for short interscan re-equilibration
delays s) may be directly adapted from a related
equation describing longitudinal interference in
repetitive pulse experiments (Ernst et al., 1987), or
independently derived ab initio as follows:

Starting with fully re-equilibrated proton
polarisation, H0

u, a fraction f0 (i.e., the intrinsic
flip-back ratio afforded by a given efb scheme) is
recovered by the end of the first scan. During the
subsequent interscan delay s, longitudinal R1(H

u)
relaxation partially replenishes Hu polarisation
that now deviates by a fraction [1)f] from equi-
librium. The polarisation at the start of the second
scan will then be:

Huð2Þstart¼Hu
0 � ½1�½1�f0� �expð�s �R1ðHuÞÞ�

Introducing x as short notation for the expo-
nential relaxation factor and the fractional Hu

polarisation at the start of scan n, f(n)start=
Hu(n)start/Hu

0 we can simplify to:

fð2Þstart ¼ ½1� ½1� f0� � x� ¼ ð1� xÞþ f0 � x

By the end of scan 2, again only a fraction f0 is
recovered. Hu polarisation, now deviating by�
1� f0 � fð2Þstart� from equilibrium, once more
partially relaxes during the subsequent interscan
delay sinter to yield the fractional start polarisation
for scan 3:

fð3Þstart ¼ 1� ½1� f0 � fð2Þstart� � x
¼ ð1� xÞ þ f0 � x � fð2Þstart

Substituting the previous expression for f(2)start

yields:

fð3Þstart ¼ ð1� xÞ þ f0 � x � ½ð1� xÞ þ f0 � x�
¼ ð1� xÞ � ½1þ f0 � x� þ f20 � x2

Again, a fraction f0 is recovered and, deviating
by ½1� f0 � fð3Þstart� from equilibrium, partially re-
laxes during the next delay sinter to produce the
starting polarisation for scan 4:

fð4Þstart ¼ 1� ½1� f0 � fð3Þstart� � x ¼ ð1� xÞ
þ f0 � x � ½ð1� xÞ � ½1þ f0 � x� þ f 20 � x2�

This expression simplifies to:

fð4Þstart¼ð1�xÞ �
�
1þ f0 �xþ f20 �x2

	
þ f 30 �x3

Clearly,a geometrical series emerges for calculat-
ing the starting polarisation at later scans n:

fðnÞstart ¼ ð1� xÞ �
�Xn�1

i¼1
ðf0xÞi�1

	
þ ð f0xÞ n�1

¼ ð1� xÞ � 1� ðf0xÞ
n�1

1� f0x
þ ð f0xÞ n�1

With increasing number of scans, this expres-
sion rapidly converges since f0 Æ x invariably is <1,
i.e. ( f0x)

n)1 approaches zero. The limiting value,
multiplied by the fraction f0 regained after the scan
and now only depending on the experimental in-
terscan delay, s, is the desired fractional steady-
state Hu polarisation recovered:

fðsÞ ¼ f0 � lim
n!1

fðnÞstart ¼ f0 �
1� x

1� fx

¼ f0 �
1� expð�s � R1ðHuÞÞ

1� f0 � expð�s � R1ðHuÞÞ
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